DIBELS Next Errata List (Revised August 29, 2012)
Location in
Download Version

Location in SoprisPublished Version

Issue

Resolution in
Download Version

Resolution in SoprisPublished Version

Manual, p. 33

n/a

Fixed in 5/18/10 version
of manual.

Error does not appear in
Sopris version.

Manual, p. 33

n/a

Fixed in 5/18/10 version
of manual.

Error does not appear in
Sopris version.

Manual, Appendix 2

Manual, Appendix 2

Fixed in 7/8/10 version of
manual.

Fixed for second printing.

Benchmark scoring
booklets for K, 1st, and
2nd. Progress
Monitoring scoring
booklet for NWF.
Appears on pages where
NWF discontinue rule is
shown.

Benchmark Assessment
Books for K, 1st, and
2nd. Progress
Monitoring Assessment
Books A and B. Appears
on pages where NWF
discontinue rule is
shown.

Fixed in 8/4/10 version of
the scoring booklets in
question.

Errata issued 8/5/10. Fixed
for second printing.

Manual, Appendix 2

Manual, Appendix 2

In the example scoring booklet cover sheet,
for Benchmark 3 DORF, the 1 should be
circled for median errors rather than the 2,
making the accuracy 99% rather than 98%.
In the example scoring booklet cover sheet,
for Benchmark 1 Daze, the adjusted score
should be 19 rather than 16, and for
Benchmark 2 Daze, the adjusted score
should be 24 rather than 22.
In the DORF practice scoring answer key,
the word "family's" on the second line of
the scoring area (word 26) should be
slashed as an error. The number of errors
should then be 10, and the words correct
should be 26.
The abbreviated version of the NWF
discontinue rule that appears in the scoring
booklets (for the download version) or the
Assessment Books (the flip-books for the
Sopris version) said: "If no words are read
correctly in the first line, say Stop and
record a score of 0." It should say: "If
student has no correct letter sounds in the
first line, say Stop and record a score of 0."
The following answers on the FSF practice
scoring answer key should be marked
wrong, with a score of 0, instead of being
marked correct:
a. "ram" for the word "ramp"
b. "fas" for the word "fast"
The Rule/Note entry for these rows should
be "Included sounds beyond the first
vowel".

Fixed in 1/21/11 version
of manual.

Fixed for second printing.

The response "chad" for the word "trade"
should be replaced by the response "chaid".
The score should remain 0 and the
Rule/Note entry should remain as "Repeat
word."
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Manual, Appendix 2

Manual, Appendix 2

4th Grade DORF
Progress Monitoring
(scoring booklet and
student materials).
1st Grade DORF
Progress Monitoring
(scoring booklet and
student materials).
n/a

4th Grade DORF
Progress Monitoring
(scoring booklet and
student materials).
1st Grade DORF
Progress Monitoring
(scoring booklet and
student materials).
3rd Grade Benchmark
Scoring Booklet,
Benchmark 2, Passage 1,
"Horseback Treasure
Hunt"
5th Grade Benchmark
Scoring Booklet,
Benchmark 1, Passage 2,
"The Crow and the
Pitcher"
Manual, Appendix 4

n/a

Manual, Appendix 4

On the PSF practice scoring sheet and the
accompanying answer key, the student
response for the third example from the
bottom ("slip" with schwa sounds) should
be:
/su/.../lu/.../i/.../pu/
In Progress Monitoring passage 20 for 4th
grade, the name "Ben" changes to "David"
at the end of the passage, in two instances
in the last two paragraphs.
In Progress Monitoring passage 14 for 1st
grade, the name "Jim" changes to "Alex" at
the end of the passage.

Fixed in 1/21/11 version
of manual.

Fixed for second printing.

Fixed in 12/2/10 version
of scoring booklet and
student materials.

Fixed for second printing.

Fixed in 12/30/10 version
of scoring booklet and
student materials.

Fixed for second printing.

The right-column word count is off by one
row. It should start at 12, not 0. Last row
should be 233.

Error does not appear in
download version.

Errata issued. Fixed for
second printing.

The right-column word count is off by one
row. It should start at 272, not 260. Last
row should be 308.

Error does not appear in
download version.

Errata issued. Fixed for
second printing.

In the Sample Results Letter, which is
designed for first grade, the following
changes should be made:

Fixed in 1/21/11 version
of manual.

Fixed for second printing.

1. Replace LNF row with DIBELS
Composite Score row.
2. Put "not given" for DORF in the fall.
3. Split NWF boxes into CLS and WWR.
4. Split DORF boxes into Words Correct,
Accuracy, and Retell. Use "n/a" for Retell
goal in winter of first grade.
In addition to the errata fixes, more
explanatory text was added to the Sample
Results Letter.
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Manual, p. 73, 74, 75

Manual, p. 80, 83

First example for Scoring Rule 2, seb:
Entire word should be underlined and the
slash through the "b" should also go
through the line.

Fixed in 1/21/11 version
of manual.

Fixed for second printing.

Error does not appear in
download version.

Fixed for third printing.

Second example for Scoring Rule 2, seb:
Entire word should be underlined and the
slash through the "e" should also go
through the line. (Error only occurs in
download version.)
Fifth (final) example for Scoring Rule 2.
Note should read "Score the student's final
answer for CLS." (Error only occurs in
download version.)

n/a

3rd Grade Daze
Benchmark 3 Student
Worksheet

First example for Scoring Rule 4, seb: First
underline should underline the entire word.
The slash through the "b" should go
through the first line but not the second
line.
In the end-of-year benchmark Daze
worksheet for 3rd grade, the distractor
words in each box and the position of the
words within the box do not match between
the scoring key and the student worksheet.
However, the correct word in each box is
the same on both the worksheet and the
scoring key, so the scoring key can still be
used to score the worksheet.
Future printings of the student worksheet
will be updated to match the scoring key.
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5th Grade Daze
Benchmark 3 Student
Worksheet

n/a

Manual, Chapter 7

5th Grade Daze
Benchmark 3 Student
Worksheet and Scoring
Key

Progress Monitoring
Book C, 5th Grade
DORF Progress
Monitoring Passage 20,
"Being a Bird Keeper"
n/a

In the end-of-year benchmark Daze
worksheet for 5th grade, one test item has a
distractor word that fits the sentence.
If you have materials with this issue, then in
the following sentence: "The blast of horns
mixes with the soft [murmur, love, sound]
of flutes...," you can count both "murmur"
and "sound" as correct responses until
obtain updated worksheets that do not
include this issue.
The paragraphs are not indented for the
student version of this passage. In the first
paragraph, that means the colored triangle
is covering up the first word of the passage.
The problem does not occur in the
download version of the materials.
In the 7/16/12 revision of the download
version of the DIBELS Next Assessment
Manual, some of the scoring examples in
the PSF chapter are formatted incorrectly.

Fixed in 2/6/12 version of
worksheet.

Fixed for third printing.

Error does not appear in
download version.

Will be fixed for fourth
printing.

Fixed in 8/29/12 version
of manual.

Error does not appear in
Sopris version.

The problem does not occur in the
published version of the manual, or in any
other revision of the download version
besides the 7/16/12 revision.
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